Continuous interpolation of real-valued data is characterized by piecewise monotone functions on a compact metric space. Topological total variation of piecewise monotone function f : X → R is a homeomorphisminvariant generalization of 1D total variation. A varilet basis is an orthonormal collection of piecewise monotone functions {gi | i = 1 . . . n}, called varilets, such that every linear combination aigi (ai ∈ R) has topological total variation |ai|. A varilet transform for f is a varilet basis for which f = αigi. Filtered versions of f result from altering the coefficients αi.
Introduction
Topology has proved to be a powerful tool for discovery of the structure of data [11, 5] . Typically, data is viewed as a finite sample of a continuous function. The function becomes the object of study, often via a topological representation such as the contour tree [8] , Reeb graph [21] , Morse-Smale complex [3] , persistence diagram [11] or persistence barcode [6] . This paper presents new results for topological analysis of continuous functions. Whereas computational topology often utilizes algebraic topology [11] , we exploit the older field of analytic topology [27] .
Our starting point is real-valued continuous functions on compact metric spaces. We introduce the broad category of piecewise monotone functions, well-suited to data interpolation. We introduce a new measure on functions -topological total variation -and we introduce varilets, an orthonormal basis which additively decomposes both the function and its topological total variation.
The varilet transform maps a function to a varilet basis by means of a lens parameter. A lens is collection of upper and lower level set components, providing a multiresolution view of the function.
We state a mathematical algorithm -the Varilet Transform Algorithm -and prove its output correct.
We proceed with an overview, followed by discussion of related work and identification of contributions. Two sections then develop the analytic topology, the first defining the Varilet Transform Algorithm, and the second validating its correctness.
Overview
Analytic topology [27] , continuum theory [27, 18, 19, 9] and dynamic topology [28, 26] had their heyday in the mid-twentieth century. The Eilenberg-Whyburn monotone-light factorization [20, 25] is a powerful result concerning functions on compact metric spaces. This paper uses the monotone-light factorization as the foundation for topological analysis of real-valued functions. Varilets are an elementary application of analytic topology.
Continuous function f : X → Y is monotone when f −1 y is connected for all y ∈ Y ; ; thus f −1 carries connected sets to connected sets. f is light when f −1 y is totally disconnected for all y ∈ Y . The monotone-light factorization [27, 20] states that there exists a unique compact metric space M -called f 's middle space -such that f = λ • µ, where µ : X → M is monotone and λ : M → Y is light.
The middle space M of function f : X → Y is the quotient of the domain that identifies all points which, for some y ∈ Y , lie in the same connected component of f −1 y. f 's monotone factor µ is the quotient map from X to M ; f 's light factor λ assigns each point p ∈ M the value f (µ −1 p) ∈ Y . Thus f = λ • µ.
Piecewise monotonicity is defined in terms of the middle space. The middle space M of piecewise monotone scalar field f : X → R is a graph having finitely many vertices and edges, with each edge having the topology of a closed real interval. M is identical to f 's Reeb graph [21] . The monotone factor µ locates extrema, saddles and contours in the domain X; the light factor λ provides their numerical values.
The monotone-light factorization enables one to proceed by first defining constructions using middle space M and light factor λ, and then applying µ −1 to pull back to the domain X and function f . By restricting the middle space to a finite graph, these constructions enjoy the simple topology of graph continua [19] . Monotonicity of µ makes the theory oblivious to the many complexities of continua.
We use the light factor λ to measure length along the edges of M : For points a, b on an edge, the length between them is |λ(a) − λ(b)|. Topological total variation TTV (f ) is the sum of all M 's edge lengths.
A varilet basis is a finite collection {g i | i = 1 . . . n} of real-valued piecewise monotone functions, called varilets, such that every linear combination a i g i (each a i ∈ R) has topological total variation TTV ( a i g i ) = |a i |. A varilet basis is normal and independent in the sense that each TTV (g i ) = 1 and
The name "varilet" reflects the relationship of the basis functions to topological total variation.
A varilet transform for piecewise monotone f is a varilet basis such that f is a linear combination: f = α i g i . The Varilet Transform Algorithm is stated as a mathematical algorithm from which computational methods may be derived.
Varilet filters for f are created by varying the coefficients, yielding filtered functions f = a i g i . Varilet filters manipulate topological total variation analogously to linear filters' manipulation of energy.
Related Work
Varilets fit into the larger context of computational topology and data analysis [11, 5] . Although there may exist mathematical connections to persistent homology [12] and discrete Morse theory [13] , this paper focuses instead on the monotone-light factorization [27] , which for piecewise monotone functions may be seen as a decorated version of the Reeb graph [21] . Sometimes called the contour tree [8] , and within persistence theory the merge tree [11] , the Reeb graph has been often used for simplification of scalar fields [7, 24] and has been exploited throughout computational topology.
The present paper has connections to the work of Bauer et al. on persistence and total variation [2] , and to work relating topological analysis to signal processing, including Guillemard et al. [17, 16] and Bauer et al. [1] . There are similarities in intent, but not in formalism, to Robinson's notion of topological filter [22] .
Our definition of topological total variation is similar to graph total variation as defined by Bresson [29] . Our definition agrees with the usual 1D definition of total variation, but conflicts with most multidimensional definitions [15] , including that used in image processing [23] .
Contributions
This paper introduces the varilet transform, an additive decomposition of scalar fields by independent normalized summands, which also additively decomposes a generalized total variation measure.
The Varilet Transform Algorithm provides a mathematical skeleton for computational methods. The algorithm is proved correct.
Filtering f by varying the coefficients of its varilet transform provides an generalization of simplification of scalar fields [7, 24] .
Organization
This paper has two main sections: Section 2 provides definitions, culminating in the Varilet Transform Algorithm. Section 3 validates the algorithm, proving that it computes a varilet basis.
Definition of the Varilet Transform Algorithm
Following some preliminaries, we define piecewise monotonicity, topological total variation, and then varilet bases, transforms and filters. Finally, we state the Varilet Transform Algorithm.
Preliminaries
All spaces in this paper are compact metric spaces. A continuum is a connected component of a compact metric space; we assume all continua are nondegenerate (no isolated points). Continua include line segments, disks, spheres, simplexes, graphs having one-dimensional topology on their arcs (e.g. Reeb graphs), compact manifolds, as well the result of (appropriately) attaching together other continua.
We specify f 's monotone-light factorization, abbreviated "m.l.f.", by simply listing µM λ, where µ is the monotone factor, M is the middle space, and λ is the light factor.
For continuous f on compact metric space X, the middle space M has finitely many connected components; they are in 1-1 correspondence with X's components. There are no relations among components of X, nor among components of M .
f 's middle space M is a compact metric space; therefore assertions proven for f also apply to λ. The m.l.f. of λ is 1M λ, where 1 represents the identity function on M .
We refer to the connected components of f −1 y as contours.
For any subset S of a topological space, we denote the interior by S • , the closure by S, the boundary by ∂S, and the complement by S c .
Piecewise Monotone Functions
This section introduces piecewise monotone functions, which will be used throughout. They correspond in principle to use of tame functions [10, 11] .
The monotone-light factorization provides the basis for piecewise monotonicity. We give a general definition, followed by specialization to real-valued functions.
We say that λ is locally monotone at p ∈ M when p has a neighbourhood upon which λ is monotone. Let M * denote the set of all points of M at which λ is locally monotone. Then f is piecewise monotone when:
(1) M * is dense in M ; (2) M * has finitely many components; and (3) λ is monotone on the closure of each component of M * .
The closures of the components of M * are the monotone pieces referred to in the name, which we abbreviate as "p.m.".
The light factor λ is a homeomorphism on each monotone piece. For p.m. scalar field f : X → R, each monotone piece of the middle space M is a closed, non-degenerate real interval. Some interval end points are shared between two or more -but only finitely many -intervals; these are the points of definition 2.1 at which λ fails to be locally monotone. Some interval endpoints are not shared -in this case λ is locally monotone at the endpoint. The monotone pieces form a finite graph; the interval endpoints are the graph vertices; each interval defines a single edge. M may have more than one edge between a pair of vertices, and multiple edges may constitute a loop, but M does not have an edge connecting a vertex to itself.
The middle space M of p.m. f : X → R is graph-theoretically and topologically identical to f 's Reeb graph [21] . We will use both its graph structure and its point-set topology, but we will not be concerned with homotopy. When compact metric space X has connected components X 1 . . . X n , then the middle space M comprises n disjoint graphs M 1 . . . M n , and each f |X i is piecewise monotone with middle space M i .
It is well known that when X is simply connected then M is acyclic; when f : [0 1] → R then M is linked chain of closed intervals. Graph continua appear in the literature [19, 14] , but have not been previously utilized in relation to monotone-light factorization.
For f : X → R, the light factor λ is numerically strictly monotone along each edge of M . For an edge having endpoint at vertex V , we use λ to characterize the edge as increasing or decreasing at V . If vertex V has both an increasing and a decreasing edge, then it is a saddle; in this case V terminates three or more edges. A vertex for which all edges have the same direction is an extremum, either a maximum or minimum. The extrema and saddles of M are called critical points. (This usage is more general than the classical notion, in the same spirit as homological critical values in [10] .)
We use λ to measure length along the edges of M : For any two points a, b on an edge (including endpoints), the length between them is |λ(a) − λ(b)|.
When f is piecewise monotone, then so is its light factor λ.
Topological Total Variation
Total variation TV (f ) for differentiable f : [0 1] → R is given by TV (f ) = |f |. On multidimensional domain X ⊂ R n , total variation has a gradient formulation TV (f ) = |∇f |. For non-differentiable functions, see definitions, examples and historical discussion in [15] .
We provide an alternative definition:
However, when X is multidimensional then TTV and TV do not agree, seen as follows. The co-area formula [15] in equation (1) expresses total variation as the integral of level set perimeter lengths Per (f, y),
Whereas TTV is invariant under self-homeomorphisms of X, equation (1) indicates that multidimensional TV is not; for example, consider a homeomorphism of X that stretches f 's level set perimeters.
Topological total variation avoids dependence on the particulars of f 's domain X by measuring instead on f 's middle space M . TTV (λ) = TTV (f ).
When compact metric space X has connected components X 1 . . . X n , then TTV (f ) = TTV (f |X i ).
Varilet Basis
The functions g i are called varilets. A varilet basis is normal and independent in the sense that each TTV (g i ) = 1, and TTV ( a i g i ) ≡ 0 iff each all a i = 0, implying that every linear combination is unique.
Varilet Transforms
Unlike the Fourier transform, there is no unique varilet transform for a piecewise monotone function; instead there are multiple varilet transforms, in this respect similar to wavelet transforms. 
Varilet Filters
Definition 2.5. Let {g i | i = 1 . . . n} be the varilet basis resulting from a varilet transform for f . Every choice of varilet filter coefficients {a i ∈ R| i = 1 . . . n} defines a filtered version of f , f = a i g i .
Since {g i | i = 1 . . . n} is a varilet basis, it follows that TTV (f ) = |a i |.
Varilet Transform Algorithm
This section introduces the mathematical objects and algorithm for computing varilet transforms. Objects introduced are the varilet lens C, and varilet supports D. The lens C plays the role of a parameter in the algorithm.
Varilet lens
The Varilet Transform Algorithm analyzes a function, the parameter f . This section introduces the only additional parameter, the transform's lens C, socalled because it determines the selection and resolution of f 's analysis in relation to critical points in f 's middle space M .
We do not specify how to choose the lens C, but instead take an axiomatic approach, relating specialized properties of C to resulting properties of the varilet transform. Looking forward to those results, the varilet transform's twin additive decomposition of function f and topological total variation TTV (f ) is a universal property of the varilet transform, i.e. it holds for all C. Whereas, in the contexts of image segmentation, simplification and fractal analysis [4] , we will require lens C to have special properties.
Definition 2.6 (Varilet Lens).
A subset C ⊂ M is a constant-boundary region when C is closed, connected, has nonempty interior, and λ is constant on ∂C.
Let I be a finite sequence of natural or real numbers that will serve as indices.
An indexed collection C = {C i | i ∈ I} of constant-boundary regions is nested when indices i < j imply either
A varilet lens for f is nonempty nested collection C of constant-boundary regions such that
The root regions of varilet lens C are the connected components of M , and the root indices are the indices of the root regions.
For each i ∈ I, we define C i 's successors S i be the collection of all maximal (by inclusion) C j ⊂ C i . When C j is a successor of C i , we say that C i is the predecessor of C j .
When unambiguous, we suppress the index set I, writing {C i . . .} instead.
The successor relation exactly reflects the tree of inclusions within C.
The root regions are the only constant-boundary regions having empty boundary. The root indices comprise an initial subsequence of I.
The nesting structure of C suggests a multiresolution lens, with fine resolution for tightly nested sets in C and coarse resolution for sparsely nested sets.
Varilet Supports
From the varilet lens C we derive the varilet supports D, which play a central role in the Varilet Transform Algorithm.
Definition 2.7. Let C = {C i | i ∈ I} be a varilet lens for f . Then C's varilet supports comprise the collection D = {D i | i ∈ I}, where each varilet support is defined as
The name "support" is discussed in section 2.7.3, after introducing the Varilet Transform Algorithm.
Due to the simplicity of the finite-graph continuum topology of f 's middle space M , we can state some elementary properties:
• A varilet support D i is not necessarily connected, but has only finitely many components, each of which is the closure of a nonempty connected interior.
• Each component of each D i is a connected graph fragment cut out of M ; these fragments overlap only at the cut points, which may be either regular or critical points.
• D covers M , and supports can intersect only at their boundaries.
•
Varilet Transform Algorithm
The Varilet Transform Algorithm is a mathematical algorithm resulting in a varilet transform for f based on lens C. Since there are many possible C, the algorithm can produce as many different varilet transforms for f .
The output of the Varilet Transform Algorithm is an indexed collection of functions {g i : X → R | i ∈ I}, and a correspondingly indexed collection of positive reals {α i | i ∈ I}.
We equate the collection of functions to the varilet transform of f with lens C, written:
and we call {α i | i ∈ I} the transform's amplitudes. Each function g i will be created by first creating functions λ i , γ i : M → R, then defining g i on X via f 's monotone factor:
For each i ∈ I, in any order, or asynchronously, define g i and α i :
Note: Lemma 3.4 will show λ|D i piecewise monotone. 
Define γ i ≡ 0 on all other components of M .
Note: Lemma 3.4 will show γ i piecewise monotone and TTV (γ i ) = 1.
Note: Lemma 3.4 will show g i piecewise monotone and TTV (g i ) = 1.
The Varilet Transform Algorithm produces functions for which we have not yet proved any properties; in fact, we must prove that the algorithm creates welldefined functions. The next section proves that V (f, C) = {g i | i ∈ I} is a varilet basis expressing f = α i g i .
We can now better motivate the name "support". Each D i supports functions λ i (and γ i ) in the somewhat nonstandard sense that λ i is nowhere constant on D i but is constant on each component of M D i . "Support" usually means "non-zero" but here means "non-constant".
Validation of the Varilet Transform Algorithm
In this section we prove: The rather involved proof compensates for a lack of preexisting mathematics by creating a small theory having its own vocabulary. Almost all work uses the middle space and light factor as surrogates for domain and function, using the monotone factor to connect the two when required.
Section 3.2 establishes that the Varilet Transform Algorithm is well-defined. Section 3.3 shows that the algorithm additively decomposes f and TTV (f ). Section 3.4 shows that the algorithm creates is a varilet basis, completing proof of theorem 3.1.
Throughout, we work with p.m. f : X → R having m.l.f. µM λ.
Flat Extensions and Constant-Boundary Functions
We start by identifying two classes of functions on f 's middle space M . Varilet lens C causes the varilet transform and filtered versions of f to be similar, in the sense that they all have form π • µ, where π is the following type of function.
Definition 3.3 (Constant-Boundary Functions)
. π : M → R is a constantboundary function for C when π is constant on each ∂C i , for i ∈ I.
λ is constant-boundary for C.
In this paper we will define new constant-boundary functions π, identifying useful relationships between functions f and f = π • µ, where π is substituted for λ in f 's monotone-light factorization.
C's constant-boundary functions are closed under composition with any continuous function ζ : R n → R, i.e. π(p) = ζ(π 1 (p) . . . π n (p)) is constant-boundary, for any choices of constant-boundary π 1 . . . π n .
In the Varilet Transform Algorithm, once we have established that the functions λ i , γ i are well-defined, it will follow that each is constant-boundary for C.
Varilet Transform Algorithm Well-Defined
In this section we validate the notes attached to the Varilet Transform Algorithm, thereby establishing that each function λ i , γ i and g i is well-defined, p.m., and has topological total variation as indicated in the statement of the algorithm. Section 3.2.1 proves elementary properties of restrictions and extensions to piecewise monotone functions. Section 3.2.2 proves existence and uniqueness of flat extensions to restrictions of constant-boundary functions, completing the proof that the Varilet Transform Algorithm is well-defined.
Restrictions & Extensions of Piecewise Monotone Functions
Statement (a) of the following Restriction-Extension Lemma validates step (1) the Varilet Transform Algorithm. Once lemma 3.6 establishes that the functions λ i , γ i and g i are well defined, it will follow from Restriction-Extension Lemma Proof. Because µ is monotone, µ −1 D has components in 1-1 correspondence with D's components and is therefore a compact subspace, and thus f has a monotone-light factorization. Every contour of f is a contour of f , so it follows that M is homeomorphic to D, and so µ = µ|(µ 
We now show (c). Let
• , with some combination of boundary points glued together. This results in a finite graph and therefore g is piecewise monotone. M g is a quotient of M ; the quotient map is a homeomorphism on D
• , from which it follows that λ g measures edge length identically to λ, and thus TTV (g) = TTV (f ).
The following Lemma provides a recipe for computing topological total variation. 
Flat Extension Lemma
The following lemma validates step (2) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm, thereby completing the proof that the Varilet Transform Algorithm is welldefined. (a) There exists a flat extension π
* is a constant-boundary function for C.
We will need: Proof 
Additive Decomposition
In this section we prove part of the Varilet Transform Theorem (3.1).
To prove the Additive Decomposition Lemma, we first link constant-boundary function values in a tree structure, and then use an inductive argument exploiting the links. The Link Lemma is proved in the next subsection, with proof of the Additive Decomposition Lemma in the section following.
Link Lemma
The varilet supports D are fully determined by choice of varilet lens C. The inclusions within C impart an identical tree structure on D. The next lemma describes how this tree is manifested in the boundaries of the varilet supports in D, and its implications for constant-boundary functions. Then for each successor C j ∈ S i there exist points p i ∈ ∂D i , q j ∈ ∂D j , such that for any constant-boundary function π for C, π(
We call (p i , q j ) a link pair, because it associates a point in predecessor D i to a point in successor D j having equal π-value, independent of the choice of constant-boundary π. There exists a link pair (p i , q j ) for all indices j ∈ I except the root indices.
Proof. Recalling definition 2.7.2, it follows from pairwise disjointness of the C i 's successors that ∂C j intersects both ∂D i and ∂D j .
Proof of Additive Decomposition
Using functions λ i , γ i defined in steps (2) & (3) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm, we will use the Link Lemma to show λ = α i γ i . Then, using µ to pull back from M to f 's domain X, we get f = α i g i .
We use the following:
Proof.
Step (3) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm states that
Since γ i is constant on each such D j , the Link Lemma (3.9) implies γ i (∂D j ) = γ i (∂C i ) = 0.
We now continue with:
Proof of Additive Decomposition Lemma (3.8). For each index i ∈ I let
We will show that π i |E i = λ|E i . Letting n = max(I), since π n = λ and E n = M , this will prove λ = α i γ i .
We proceed by induction on increasing indices i ∈ I.
When i is a root index, steps (2) & (3) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm state that π i |D i = α i γ i |D i = λ|D i . All indices j < i are also root, so π i |E i = λ|E i .
When i is not a root index, we can assume by induction that π j |E j = λ|E j for all indices j < i. We must show
By the Zero Varilet Lemma (3.10), γ i |D j ≡ 0 for all j < i. Let k be the index of C i 's predecessor. For index j, k < j < i, C j and C i are disjoint, so γ j |D i ≡ 0, again by the Zero Varilet Lemma (3.10). Therefore, for any j, k ≤ j < i,
Thus, it suffices to show
Expanding the definition of π i ,
and thus it suffices with
π k is constant on D i ; we can identify the constant value: The Link Lemma provides linked pair (p k , q i ), where
But by induction, π k (∂C i ) = λ(∂C i ). Thus equation (3) is equivalent to
The definition of γ i in step (3) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm completes the proof.
Varilet Basis
Proof of the Varilet Transform Theorem (3.1) is completed in this section.
Lemma 3.11 (Varilet Basis). V (f, C) = {g i | i ∈ I} is a varilet basis.
We start by defining link recursion, a definitional schema whereby the Link Lemma (3.9) enables piecewise definition of constant-boundary functions for C. 
Link Recursion
This section describes link recursion, a method for piecewise definition of π : M → R, a new constant-boundary function for C. Link recursion is based on the Link Lemma (3.9).
To define a constant-boundary function π : M → R using link recursion, we iterate through the indices i ∈ I in increasing order, defining π on D i at each iteration.
The root indices i come first in the iteration; for each root index i, π i |D i may be independently defined as any p.m. function that is constant on each ∂C j , for C i 's successors C j .
Following the root indices, for each iteration i, let k < i be the index of C i 's predecessor, and let (p k , q i ) be their link pair. π|D i may be independently defined as any p.m. function such that π is constant on each ∂C j , for C i 's successors C j , and such that π is constant on ∂C i with value π(∂C i ) = π(p k ), noting that the value of π(p k ) has previously been defined in iteration k.
Link recursion results in a well-defined, continuous, p.m. function π, a constantboundary function for C.
Varilet Filter Factor
In this section we discuss varilet filters in relation to the Varilet Transform Algorithm.
The Varilet Transform Algorithm results in functions V (f, C) = {g i . . .} and amplitudes {α i . . .} such that f = α i g i . For filter coefficients A = {a i | i ∈ I}, we define notation for the varilet filtered function:
To prove that V (f, C) is a varilet basis, we need to show that TTV ( a i g i ) = |a i |, for every choice of {a i | i ∈ I}. Therefore it should not be surprising that proof of the Varilet Basis Lemma (3.11) uses results that apply to varilet filters generally. For any choice of filter coefficients A = {a i . . .}, the filter factor ψ A : M → R is defined by link recursion:
ψ A is a p.m. constant-boundary function for C.
Let F be the collection of all indices j such that a j = 0; then ψ A is a flat
The name "filter factor" is motivated by the substitution of ψ for λ in f 's monotone-light factorization in: Lemma 3.13 (Filter Factor). Let V (f, C) = {g i | i ∈ I}, let A = {a i . . .} be any choice of varilet filter coefficients, and let ψ A be the filter factor.
Proof. Let ψ = ψ A , let f = ψ • µ, and let X i = µ −1 D i for each i ∈ I. We proceed by induction on increasing indices i ∈ I.
Suppose i ∈ I is a root index; the definition (3.12) for ψ together with rootindex definition of γ i in step (3) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm imply that f |X i = a i g i |X i . Any j < i are also root indices; therefore f = j≤i a j g j on ∪ j≤i X j . Now suppose i ∈ I is not a root index. We may inductively assume
By the Zero Varilet Lemma (3.10), g i |X j ≡ 0 for all j < i, and so by induction it suffices to show f = j≤i a j g j on X i .
Let k < i be the index of C i 's predecessor. g j |X i is constant for each j ≤ k, and therefore so is their sum. Using the Link Lemma (3.9) we can identify the constant value:
For index j, k < j < i, C j and C i are disjoint, and so g j |X i ≡ 0 by the Zero Varilet Lemma (3.10). Therefore, expanding the sum in equation (4), it is sufficient to show
which follows from definition of ψ and the non-root-index definition of γ i in step (3) of the Varilet Transform Algorithm.
Proof of Varilet Transform Theorem, Part A
We must show that V (f, C) = {g i . . .} is a varilet basis; i.e. for every
In light of the Filter Factor Lemma (3.13), this is equivalent to
The intuition for the proof is that the filter factor ψ multiplicatively stretches the lengths of the edges in each varilet support D i , using coefficient a i as stretch factor. To measure topological total variation of f = ψ • µ = a i g i we must identify f 's middle space and light factor. When the coefficients a i are all nonzero, then the m.l.f. of f is µM ψ, from which we easily show (5) . A small complexity enters the proof when one or more a i are zero; in this case the middle space of f is not M . We identify the middle space as a certain quotient of M ; this will allow us to show (5).
We break up the proof of the Varilet Transform Theorem (3.1) into two parts: Part A covers the case where all filter coefficients a i = 0; part B covers the case where one or more a i = 0.
Proof of theorem 3.1, part A (a i = 0 for all i ∈ I). Let µ M λ denote the m.l.f. of f = a i g i = ψ • µ. Filter factor ψ is light because λ is and each a i = 0, and therefore by uniqueness of monotone-light factorization µ = µ, M = M , and λ = ψ.
Because M = M , C is a varilet lens for f . The TTV Decomposition Lemma (3.5) states that TTV (f ) = TTV (ψ|D i ). By definition (3.12) of ψ,
completing the proof.
Varilet Filter Quotient
The section identifies the monotone-light factorization of filtered function f = F (f, C, A). Proof of lemma 3.14. The statements pertaining to the case where all a i = 0, and therefore M = M , follow from the arguments in the proof of part A of Varilet Transform Theorem in the previous section. We prove the lemma for the case that one or more a i = 0. Let filter factor ψ = ψ A .
Let F be the nonempty collection of all indices j ∈ I for which a j = 0, and assume I F is nonempty (since otherwise a i g i ≡ 0).
We claim that M is the quotient of M that identifies all points in each component of ( ∪ j∈F D j ). Let φ = φ A be the quotient map.
We proceed by showing that φ and any right inverse φ r make the following diagram commute, recalling that Filter Factor Lemma (3.13) states that f = a i g i = ψ • µ.
It is obvious that φ(M ) is a finite graph. We show that φ(M ) is the middle space M of f by showing that φ • µ is monotone and that ψ • φ r is light, for any choice of right inverse φ r .
φ • µ is monotone because φ is monotone: For any point q ∈ φ(M ) the set φ −1 q is connected, being either singleton or a connected component of ( ∪ j∈F D j ).
We show that any right inverse φ r can be chosen. Let p be any point chosen from φ −1 q; we show that the value of ψ(p) does not depend on the choice. When φ −1 q is singleton then the choice is irrelevant. Otherwise, φ −1 q is a connected component of ( ∪ We have now confirmed that diagram (6) commutes, i.e. that the m.l.f. of f is µ = φ • µ, M = φ(M ), and λ = ψ • φ r .
We state some immediate consequences regarding the filter quotient φ: 
Proof of Varilet Transform Theorem, Part B
It is now easy to complete the proof of the Varilet Transform Theorem (3.1).
Proof of theorem 3.1, part B. Let f = F (f, C, A); we must show that TTV (f ) = |a i |.
The Filter Quotient Lemma (3.16) and the TTV Decomposition Lemma (3.5) allow us to compute TTV (f ),
When a i = 0, since φ is a homeomorphism on D 
